CASE STUDY
About - NITCO Limited
With over 60 years of innovative designs, tech and innovation expertise, NITCO Limited is a trusted name in tiles manufacturing. From designer bathroom and designer kitchen tiles to outdoor
and commercial tiles with a wide and exclusive range of tiles and Marble, NITCO caters to all your
aesthetic needs. NITCO's pan-India presence is facilitated through 9 exclusive display centres,
more than 380 active dealers, and 1800 active sub-dealers; the company oﬀers unmatched sales
and after-sales experience. Its foundation lies in product quality and impeccable customer
service. Since its inception in 1953, the company has remained rooted in its core values of Innovation, Product Quality and Customer First, making it one of the best tiles and marble manufacturing companies in India and abroad. With an extensive collection of wall tiles, ﬂoor tiles & marbles,
the company has expanded its customer base overseas and has a substantial clientele in India and
various other countries.
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Experience And Beneﬁts Received After Migrating To NxtGen:
No downtime experience
Quick response to any request
Good range of technology oﬀerings
Trusted advisors

Result & solutions provided by NxtGen:
DRaaS has enabled us to continue functioning during any problem in the accessibility of the
primary data centre & it’s been a great experience over the years.
DRaaS can be activated automatically by our system when the DC is down, providing zero
downtime. Additionally, the system can be activated manually over a single click. It’s completely on-demand & has enormous scalability.
Cloud-based solutions provide ﬂexibility and reliability to our organization by letting us
operate remotely or restore our crucial data and systems to remote locations.

Testimony

“

NxtGen is a one-stop solution that can manage your organisation's IT
requirements. They have a strong technical team in diverse technology oﬀerings. The best part is they are prompt and take the extra mile to deliver,
diﬀerentiating them from the other solution providers in the industry.
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“

Vivek Patel
Head, IT Services - NITCO

For more details reach out to us contact@nxtgen.com

